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Hearings
on fees
set for
this week
by C.R. Cooley

.The .University News
Hearings for the five proposed fee
increases and the five percent increases in room, board and apartment rates have been set for March
19 from I p.m.-3 p.m. in the SUB
Senate Chambers.
All interested students may attend
and give oral testimony or submit
written testimony prior to the hearing in the Office of the Vice President for Student Affairs, Room 112
of the Administration
Building,
Those who wish to give oral
testimony must sign up prior to the
hearing at the Office of the Vice
President for Student Affairs and
provide a written copy of their
testimony
to the hearing officer.
Written testimony must be submitted
before March 19.
ASBSU President John Hetherington, BSU President John Keiser
and two ASBSU Senators, yet to be
named, will attend.

John Sowell I Unlverslly

Celebration

time:

News

The confetti flies in the' Pavlllon as the crowd yells its approval of a second-half BSU lead. The action
came during first-round Nauonal Invitation Tournament
action against the University of Utah. Tonight
,the n._J;.on~c.o,~!::7,~o~g~i':ast .the~.~~=.!~'.S: \V~shingto~~I~s~i~s,19+t,
,in-;~econd~roundaction
in S~attlc.

BSU following national trend on fees
by Grant

Amaral

The University News
The public hearing on five proposed student fcc increases, March 19,
probably will lead to a fcc increase
for students next fall. BSU is following a national trend in increases the
amount students pay in dedicated
fees.
The proposed changes include increasing. the student Health Center
fee by $9 and the marching band fee
by $1. Three new designated fees will
be-introduced
as well. A computer
service fee of $15, an outdoor adventure fee of $1 and a child care fee of
50 cents may be on next fall's student
fees. These five additional fees total
$26.50: I f all these fees are approved, then BSU students will pay fees
of $563.50 for fall 1987.
The trend at BSU has been moving towards designated student fees
funding most student services. This
is true on the national level as well.
The 1986 U.S. Department
of
Education report "The. Condition of
Education,"
states "In recent years
tuition and fees as, a share of total
revenues lor higher education have'

increased
while
revenues
from
various governmental
sources have
declined. "
Since 1983, four new dedicated
fees have been added to the fee
schedule
at BSU while several
previously existing fees have soared.
A general recreation fee of $1.50 was
introduced
in 1983. 11 has since
grown to $2.50.
. In 1984, theater arts and KBSU
started receiving dedicated fees.
, In 1986, The University News and
the marching band also began receiving dedicated funds.
In the past, KBSU' and The
University News received their funds
from the ASBSU general fund.
The reason for this shift, according
to ASBSU President John Hetherington, is that ongoing. enterprises
such as The University News and
KBSU 'would no longer have to
justify theirexistence
every semester
before the student senate.
The big winners on the fee
schedule are institutional
maintenance fees, the general building'
fee, the SUB/housing
building
and operations fee and athletics.
With an increase of $235 since

1977, the institutional
maintenance
fee is the clear winner.
The first big jUlT!Pfor institutional
maintenance, $50 in 1981, was a reaction to former Gov. John Evans's
3.85 percent holdback due to a shortfall in expected state revenue.
The extra $50 per full-time student
is estimated to have added $274,500
to the BSU general operating budget.
1982 added another $Ioo,and
in
1984 the State Board of Education
.added another $75. In ,1985, the institutionaUee
climbed $10.
The institutional
fee is set by the
SBOE each year. It is generally used
to make up for shortages of state appropriated funds, according to BSU
Budget Director Ron Turner.
The institutional
fees go into the
BSU total operating budget. Faculty
salaries, operating expenses and instructional activities are paid for out
of the total operating budget.
In 1979, the general building fee
was raised $40 to fund the construetion of the Pavilion.
An ASBSU survey at' the time
showed approximately 68 percent of
students in favorof the fee increase.
The survey was criticized by some of
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The Idaho State Legislatures' Joint
Finance and Appropriations
Com. mittee approved a budget giving colleges and universities in Idaho $101
million for the 1987-88 academic
year.
This budget is approximately
$Z
million higher than Gov. Cecil An'
drus's recommendation.
The budget
now has to go before the house and
senate for approval.
The $101 million budget was submitted, by Rep.' Mack Neibaur (RPaul), who said that colleges and
universities have been slighted in past
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BSU may add programs,
while others lose them.
Story on page eight, related
column on page four.

the faculty as being unscientific.
Athletics rate third in fee increases,
totaling $30 over the past three" years.
In 1984, athletics posted an $8 gain
after eight years at a steady $18.
Athletics gained $8more in 1985.
And in 1986, BSU's first losing football season in 40 years, athletics
posted a $14 gain, climbing to $48,
Year-to-year the picture may grow
somewhat sharper.
1969 ushered in the change from
Boise Junior College to Boise State
College and a jump in fees from $100
to $141. By 1977, student fees were
$183.
In 1979, fees climbed to $237.50,
most of which went to finance the
Pavilion.
In the spring of 1981, fees stood at
$289. In the fall of 1982 institutional
maintenance and several other items
pushed fees to $400.50.
. 1983 passed in financial silence,
but 1984 added $99, most of that to
institutional
maintenance,
bringing
the toal to $504.
Eighteen dollars more in 1985 and
$15 more in 1986 results in today's
$537 student fee.

tonouse

years because of the constituency
behind public schools,
This budget is an $11 million increase over FY 1987.
BSU President John Keiser said he
is pleased with the JFAC budget "but
we recognize it (still) has to be passed by the two houses."
Keiser said the $101 million would
solve a lot of problems, but he knows
the revenue is not there yet. BSU does
not want $101 million allocated and
then-have holdbacks, which has been
the pattern in the past" he said.
Sen.' C.E. "Chick"
Bilyeu' said
higher education has been Idaho's
most underfunded
agency in recent
history. "They have paid the price

thatwas created by the one percent,"
he said ..
Bilyeu said this was a good budget
and it would allow higher education
institutions to "regain their fooling,"
Budget opponents said there was
not enough money to fund at this
level. .
"We only have so many dollars to
spend," .Rep, Kitty Gurnsey
(RBoise) said. "We have to be financially' responsi ble. "
Rep. Dolores Crow (R-Nampa)
said, HI see ourselves
spending
ourselves into the same situation as
the federal government."
The budget passed ,14~1O.

The senators will be chosen from
those who hold the majority view of
the senate. ASB$U Senate President
Pro Tempore Eric Phillips said.
They will represent the senate at
the hearing and speak on each fcc
increase,
Hetherington
said he will speak
only jf he disagrees with, the senate's
stand on a fcc.
Hetherington
and the senate do
disagree on the marching band fcc increase, he said. The senate requested
a $2 ASBSU increase and would
mark it as fun-ds for allocation to the
marching band, Phillips said.
ASBSU docs not use all existing
funds now, Hetherington
said, advocating the allocation
of existing
funds without fcc increases.
Both Hetherington and the senate
. support the $9 Student Health Scvice
fcc increase.
Keiser gave students three choices,
Phillips said, adding that he, feels the
fee increase
will be the most
. beneficial to the students.
The other two proposals would
build a reserve fund, mid once. the
fund is established, the administra.tion could usc the money for programs outside the Student Health
Services Center, Phillips said.
The senate will rule on the remaining proposed fee increases in their
meetings March 16 and 18, Phillips
said.
Hetherington will receive their ruling March 18 and decide how he
stands before the hearing; he said.
Keiser also will rule on
five per' cent increase in room, board and
apartment rates.
The proposed incre~ses arc: $9 increase for the Student Health Services Center, $1 increase for the marching band, $1 for the Outdoor
Adventure Program, 50 cents for the
Child Care. Center and $15 per
semester for fuIl-time students or
$1.50 per credit hour for part-time
students'
for student
computer
services.
The timetable for the hearings is
as follows:
• Student Computer Service fee-t
p.rn,
• Student Health Service fee-I:30
p.m.
.
.'OAP-2
p.rn.
• Marching Band-2:20
p.m.
• Child Care-2:40
p.rn.
• Increase
in room, board and
apartment
rales-3
p.m.
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author and Statesman columnist Tim
Woodward and Statesman. staffer
Paul Ingersoll.
All entries must be received by S
p.m. March 31.
For more information, contact the
Boise Public Library.
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tion period' for winter and spring.
terms will .extend into the fall
semester. There are no waiting lists.
For more information, contact Ellie
McKinnon,
Studies
Abroad
Coordinator.

Dates and topics for the remaining sessions
are: March
24,
catechloamine and blunt trauma'. induced myocardial injury; March 31,
central venous oxygen monitoring;
Peaceful Settlements and April 7, stress-producing ethical
dilemmas in critical care.
II, a statewide conference on alterCost for the series is $55 and, for
native dispute resolutions for famiPre-registration
for
individual sessions, $15. Students can
Registration for the
ly, business, labor, community,
pre-register one week prior to the ses- BSU Studies Abroad Programs for . continuing students for fall, 1987\
public affairs, legal and global consion they wish to attend by calling
the fall, winter and spring terms in classes ,ViII be April 6-10 inthe Adcerns, will be held in the SUB May
Bath or LOndon, England; Koln, ministration Building, room 102.
385-1195.
19-21.
Hours will be 8 a.m-? p.rn., MonGermany; and Avignon, France are
A cultural events fair will be held
day through Thursday and ..8 a.m.-S
now being accepted. Application
on the first evening of the three-day
p.m. on Friday..
_
,
An expert ort American materials and informational
event. A wide diversity of cultural exStudents may start picking up theirbrochures
are
available
in
Room
314,
Indian
culture,
Ben
Pease,
will
pressions, including dances of many
pre-registration materials and class'
discuss Crow Indian traditions
Bducation Building.
countries and a wide variety of
March 16 in room
of the
The application period for the fall schedules on April 2 and 3, from 8
booths, will be on exhibit.
a.m.-S p.m..
Simplot/Micron Technology Center
program ends June I. The applicaArea poets, musicians and artists
are invited to display their talents ill from 4:30-5:30 p.m,
The presentation is part of the l-lth
the conference's "Arts of Peace"
Annual American Indian Institute
celebration on the second evening,
May 20. The events that evening will events on the BSU campus and is
University Dr,
Driving without privileges arrest;
03-04-87/~:46 p.m,
open to the public. For more inforinclude poetry readings and displays,
failure to maintain insurance arsinging, dance meditation arid a mation, contact Pat Ourada in the
.rest: possession of marijuana
history. department, at 385-3266.
native American friendship dance.
arrest.
The festivities arc open to the public
Varsity Center
IIit and run vehicle accident
03-08-87/11:00 a.m.
Admin. 81d~.
Theft report
both nights, and admission is free.
03-08-87/3:45 p.m,
The Boise Public
Stadium lot
Hit and run vehicle accident
A two-dimensional art exhibition
03·10·87/9:50 a.m,
Towers
Library and the Idaho Statesman will
Dic)'cle thert report
03-10-87/12:00 p.m.."
will be on display during May.
Towers
The£! report
sponsor a letter-writing contest as a
03-10-87/12:11 p.m.
Anyone interested in participating
in the exhibitions should contact the. part of National Library Week, April
5·11.
BSU Research Center no later than
Letters should be written about
March 31. Poet ry, music, art or any
other exhibits should make an op- one of the following topics: I) How
does readin-gaffect
your life? 2)
timistic statement. for more inforWhere does reading take you'! 3) II'
mation, contact Christine McGarvin,
you could be a character from any
BSU Research Center, 385-1586.
book you have read, who would you
be and why?
Winners will be chosen in four
The third session of a
categories: grades 4 through 6, grades
mini-serics on critical care sponsorcd
by the College of Health Science will 7 through 9, grade IO through age 18,
Even ifyou didn't start college on a scholarship, you
age 19 and over.
be held March 17, from 7-9 p.m. in
could finish on one. Army ROTC Scholarships
Winners will receive gift certifroom 155 of the .Science-Nursing
pay for full tuition and allowances for educational
icates, good at a number of Boise
fees and textbooks ..Along with up to $1,000
Building. The serics will be prescnted
bookstores, and all entries will be
a year. Get all the facts. BE ALL YOU CAN BE.
as a part of the Continuing Nursing
displayed in the library during April.
Education Program.
BOISE STATE UNIVERSITY ARMY ROTC
Letters will be judged on originaliThe topic for the session, led by
Captain Roger Hunns
385-3500
ty, imagination, and how well the
Chloe Gernhart, staff nurse at Merchosen
topic
is
addressed:
cy Medical Center, will be advanced
Winners will be chosen by local
ARIV1YRESERVEOFFICERS' TRAININC CORPS
dysrhythmias.
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make college easier,
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else.'.
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Senate.Re~olutlon 13expi,esSl!d
.supporl.fortl1e $9 proposed fee
increase for theStuderit.Heelth.
Center. I[the, Health Center does
npt receive the $9 fee increase. it
will have. io either cut services or
charge officeJees,theresolution
states. The center now'offers free
medical services for students.
SupportforthcAmericl1n
,Red
Cross/BSUsprin~blo()d
drawing
was expressed jilSenateResolu~
.
tion 14. ThedrawingwiU beheld
April 10 from Jla:m., until Jp:m.
in the SUB Big Four Room.
The resoluli6na!so encourages
the ..ASBSU Sen'atcand
BSU
studenlS,.facliltyandstaf[tOpa.rticipatc in tile driVe, .... .... .'
ASBSU . wjJlco-sponsor
.the
f3SU Child Care CelllcrlsCelcbrity Fashion Show which. will be
held, April IJ. The amount of
moneyspcnt on lhcshowwill be
matched fr0!11theumillocated
fundsofA~)BS.U, 'upio $350.

.Apply Now!
Offices With A View
SPB Positions

ASBSU Positions

Director- Responsible for overall student-sponsored
programming
done by the
Lectures, Films, and Concert .Committees.
Supervises the SPB personnel.
Business Manager/ Assistant Director- Responsible for finances/bookkeeping
of S.tudent Programs Board. Regulates entire SPB budget. Great for accounting majors.
Concerts ChairpersonChairs the Concerts

Responsible
Committee,

Films ChairpersonResponsible
Films Committee.

for SPB concert

Executive AssistantASBSU President.

Acts as the personal

assistant

and chief advisor
• .

to the

for SPB films series for 87-88 year. Chairs the
Graphic Artist- Assists the Public
all promotional
material.

Homecoming
ChairpersonResponsible for the planning and promotion of the
Fall 1987 Homecoming
activities.
Chairs the Homecoming
Committee.
. Must be abJe to start planning immediately.
Deadline:

Election Board Chairperson/
Assistant CharipersonCoordinates
and supervises the Fall 1987 and Spring 1988 Elections, as well as conducting ASBSU
opinion polls.

series for the 87-88 year.

Lectures ChairpersonResponsible for SPB lecture series for 87-88 year. Chairs
the Lectures Committee.
.
.

Application

Administrative
AssistantProvides
informalion
and advice to the President and Executive Assistant. Responsible
for research and coordination
of
events as assigned.

April 6th, 1'2:00 noon.

Relations
.

Coordinator

in the production
.

of

Lobbyist/ Assistant
LobbyistResponsible. for lobbying public officials
policy recommendations
determined
by the ASBSU President.

for

1
I

I

Personnel Selection ChairpersonResponsible
for the coordillation
of interviews for all non-elected ASBSU personnel. Cl1airs the Personnel Selection
Committee,
which makes personnel recommendations
to the ASBSU President.

I
11,
\
I

j

•

Public Relations CoordinatorServes as chief publicity
nator for all promotional
material..
A sincere desire to serve the students, by providing quality programs,
Experience in applicable areas is preferred, but not necessary.

is required.

Application

Deadline:

April

and promolion

coordi-

14th, 5:00 p.m.

Job gescriptions and applications~re available in the ASBSUoffices,
floor of the SUB, 385-1440.
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BSU honors- students for achievements
by. Karen Kammann

The University News

John Sowell!

Honorees:

UniversIty News

From left, Kathy Page, Gov. Cecil Andrus, Ahmed Fer-Rouse Khairuddin and
Edith Decker. All were presented wilh awards at the Student Recognilion Di!'"er.

Minority enrollment declines
by Steve F. Lyon

The University News
During
1984 and 1985, native
American and black enrollment hit
a high at BSU, but, since then, these
minority enrollments have begun to
- decrease.
The only exception to the trend of
declining minority enrollment
has
been the Hispanic student population, which has increased to over 200
students.
'An Affirmative Action Committee
on .campus "has begun to focus on
that, and has begun to ask some
questions about our student enrollment, and if there are some things we
should be doing that we arc not doing," Dr. Betty Hecker, director of
Affirmative Action, said.
In Idaho, it is necessary to look at
the Hispanic student population and
even though they have increased.jwo
percent of the student population IS
not a lot, Hecker said.
"We have a fairly high Hispanic
population in our recruitment area,
and we certainly do not reflect that
in our enrollment,"
shc said.
"The Admissions Office has admitted that they do not take special
steps to recruit Hispanic students
even though they are in our recruitment area," Hecker said.
The Admissions Office has not
made any specific efforts to recrui t

minority candidates more than any
other group, according to Gertrude
Arnold, associate dean of admissions
and director of university admissions
counseling.
"When students write us for information we don't write back to ask
'arc you a minority candidate?
Is
there somethingwe
should especially do for you that we're not doing for
other students that have written for
information?'
" Arnold said.
"If the university administration
would tell us that it's time for us to
make a special effort to attract
minoritycandidates.
we would certainly find ways to do that," she said.
There arc at least seven different
programs BSU coordinates through
the Teacher Education Department
that work with minorities in some
capacity.
These programs serve about 1,200

students
with a total budget of
$1,160,000, Dr. Jay Fuhriman said.
He estimates that, out of those 1,200
students, half are minorities.
In 1982,78 blacks attended BSU.
A high of 96 was reached between
1983 and 1985. In the spring of 1986,
the number of blacks students enrolled dropped to 62, and has remained
the same.
'
"I'm not sure that the enrollment
is something
peculiar
to black
students,"
Dr. Mamie
Oliver,
associate professor of social work,
said. "It may be something that we
necd to look at in relationship to Why
is our enrollment down across the
univeristy?' "
Oliver said the determination
on
the part of minority students to get
a college degree is there, but the
money may not be.

Three students were given awards
and Gov. Cecil Andrus proclaimed
1987 Idaho's Year of the Teacher at
BSU's 13th Annual Student Recognition Dinner, March 9.
The dinner i? "that time of the
year that Boise State University
pauses" to thank and recognize student leaders, Vice President of Student Affairs Dr. David Taylor said
during his opening remarks.
The dinner was attended by approximately ISO people.
Entertainment
was provided by
members of the cast of Maille.
Andrus said he wanted to "echo
the word 'thank you' to those leaders
in the room."
He also discussed
education funding, and said more
money for education was necessary.
"We cannot settle' for one more
year of just getting by," he said.
Andrus then signed theproclamation making 1987 the state's Year of
the Teacher.,
ASBSU President John Hether-

ington presented the ASBSU Award,
for a student who has contributed to
BSU's
student
government,
to
ASBSU Justice Kathy Page. Page
also has served on the judiciary as
chief justice.
Student
Union
Director
Greg
Blaesing presented
the Director's
Award to Ahmed Fer-Rouse Khairuddin. The award is for a student who
has helped promote and encourage
BSU's student activities programs,
Khairuddin has served as chair of the
ASBSU Personnel Selection Committee, chair of the International
Students
Association,
director of
SPB and a member of the SUB
Board of Governors.
,BSU
President
John
Keiser
presented the President's Award, for
a student who, while contributing to
student life, also has contributed to
overall life at the university. He gave
the award to The University News's
editor in chief, Edith Decker. Decker
has worked at the student paper for
four years, and has been on the
Dean's List every semester of her attendance at BSU.

Tourney committee
chooses Seattle site
by Christopher

Wallon

The University News
The Bronco basketball sq-uad
will play the University
of
Washington March 16 in Seattle
in the second round of the Na, tional Invitational Tournament.
BSU scored its first-ever tournament victory March II in the
Pavilion with a 62-61 win over the
University of Utah.
There has been a slight controversy
over scheduling
the

March 16 game in Seattle, since
BSU has a better record than the
Huskies, and the Pavilion has
consistently drawn larger crowds
than the U of W this season.
The NIT committee chose Seattle, however, for three reasons.
First, BSU played its first-round
game at home.
Second,
the
Huskies played their first-round
game on the road. Third, Seattle
is a bigger metropolitan area than
Boise, and is therefore capable of
drawing 'a larger crowd.

VOTE APRIL 8,9.

ASBSU President / Vice-President

Ability you can count on
DEAR SPUDS. I'm a
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Let us help yqu find those
warm and scenic places.
Our resource library has detailed information on:

\
I

j,

II

State and National Forests, Parks, Monuments, Campgrounds,and recreational areas
III Hotel and city facts

'1

Now that you've decided where to go, find out
exactly what there is to do.'
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20·year·old business
major "and I'm in
love! The object of my
desires is tall and very
handsome. He has an
excellent scholastic
record. but there's one
problem. He is well over
six feet tall while I'm a
shade under five feet tall.
Instead of gazing deeply
into his blue eyes. I stare
at his navel. Am I truly
beneath him? How can I
get tfie man of my
dreams to notice me?

_

'"The Outdoor Rental Cenler
South East corner of SUB
Next to games area

DEAR LOST LOVER.
. No you're not. beneath
him (at least' not much),
Like everything in life.
being short can be both
good and bad.You're the
last person to get rained
on ... but the first one'
to drown. If you /(',ll/tl
want to get his.attent ion.
use his eye-level navel to
pry open an ice-cold
BUD LIGHT. then invite
him to a party! It
couldn't hurt!

BUD
LIGHT
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.Let the taxpayers give more
Yup. $101 million would just about do it.
. That is the budget the Joint Finance and Appropriations Committee has
approved for higher education.
..
Seriously though, we will not get quite that much by the timethe proposal
has whittled and compromised its way through the house, senate and the governor's office. But that's okay.
What is important at this point is that the JFAC is starting above what
higher education needs instead of starting at the bare necessity level. Now,
if the legislature can only whittle and compromise a little less than they have
in previous years-higher
education can begin to getbackon
its feet in this
quiet, western state. None too soon, as far as we can see.
A lot of legislators are worried about where the money will come from.
However, a lot of students and professors and administrators have been worried about that same thing for the last decade. It is about time for them to
stop worrying and get on with the business of learning and teaching. Let someone else worry for a while. Let the taxpayers-that
includes nearly all students,
professors and administrators-give
a little more. The academics have been
giving their time, passion, loyalty-and,
often, poverty-for
the cause of higher
education. It is time the load was shifted to broader shoulders and higher
education was funded in earnest.
Legislators: Keep those whittling and compromising tendencies somewhat
in check, and what comes out of this might make Idaho's educational system
proud again. At least it has a fighting chance this year. Congratulations,
J rAC-it is now in the legislators' court. Let's hope for a grand slam.

LETTERS

.

.

THEVIEW FROM
THE BASEMENT.

Best of profs found In Idaho State Board chases coattail
Editor, The University News;
In response to recent stories in Idaho
newspapers on able high school scholars leaving Idaho to attend prestigious colleges, I
conducted an informal survey.
Eighty-seven percent of the high school
.seniors who told their parents they wanted
to go to college out-of-state
because they
believed they would receive greater academic
challenges had a smile on their faces! So did
their fathers.
I think a few points need to be made on
this subject.
First, many times there arc sound reasons
to leave one's slate to pursue higher cducat ion, Usually it is not to be in the midst of
top faculty.
Better reasons may be to widen pcrspccrives, 10 gain freedom from parent/peer
supervision, to challenge oneself to master
new situations, or just to shake out one's own
sheets,
Reaching 18 is like first entering an adult
supermarket.
What you buy is what you
need, wan I and can afford. Your reasons for
purchase arc varied. and private.
.
Second, the most important ingredients of
a quality higher education arc those that the
student brings to a college-mental
abilities,
motivations, and a set of goals from which
the student will not be deterred.
The student who arrives at any college
empty headed or goal-less will be disappointed with the faculty.
Third, in many major colleges, freshmen
and sophomores
are taught by graduate
assistants or the leanest faculty around. The
"distinguished professors" arc in consulting,
research, writing, and graduate teaching.
The freshman or parent who chooses Yale

because it has Nobel Prize winners on the
faculty is more than naive. .
Fourth, many of the nation's leaders in
science, business, government, the arts, came
out of lesser-known colleges like Musingum,
Marymont,
Millikin, Carthage and an increasing number have attended two-year colleges ncar their homes.
Wherever an academically talented student
attends college he/she should diligently seck
out the best professors.
Ask for high
challenges,
beyond the call of average
st udents.
Many faculty feel compelled to leach to the
average but their antennas
twitch when
students seck exceptional academic activities.
Special honors classes, seminars and independent studies arc available to undergraduates
at all three of Idaho's universities.
The best of professors can be found at the
C of I, NNC, BSU, U of I, ISU and in our
neighboring states.
Students who excel should not settle for
less. If such a student docs not receive first
rate instruction
he/she should switch professors or change colleges.
It;s their money.
Whether one slips, and slides or climbs
academically is not related to geography these
days.
In fact, the best education of all is that
which one gains for himself; good resources
to assist that goal can be found in hundreds
• of colleges and universities, including those
in the Gem State.
When you pay tuition that's what you
should expect.
John B. Barnes
President Emeritus: 1967-77
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by.Karen Kammann
The University Neil'S
Looking at page eight, I sec that, at Idaho's
universities, five new graduate programs may
be on their way in, while 32 old ones may be
on their way out.
Seems like something's wrong here. I don't
mean with the programs, or the degrees they
offer; I mean with the folks who approve the
programs. Is there no way to approve programs only if they seem likely not to need
unapproval in a few years?
The way things arc run now, we could institute an unofficial process for temporary
programs: Say you want to get a master's
degree in the history of 5-card stud, but no
one else in all of Idaho wants that degree. You
could look around and find, say, 10 people
who want it. They could be any age. They
could live anywhere, provided they arc willing to go to school in Idaho. The to of you
get together and wait until the youngest
member of your group Pi a sophomore
in
. college.
Then you announce that there are to whole
people who want this degree'- a program is
approved, and, presto, you're stud historians.
I n a decade or so, when no one has shown

any interest in the program, it is cancelled.
It's tailor-made
education.
What more
could a student ask for? Except, perhaps, not
to sec all that lovely education funding spent
on starting and stopping programs as if they
were disposable items .
The State Board of Education regulations
require only that five people have obtained
graduate degrees through a given program in
the last three years. That is not an excessive
number, and yet 32 programs arc being
reviewed. I wonder how many people have
graduated from these programs. I wonder if
the answer is about 32.
How did all these programs comc to bc approved in the first place? Is the board going
to rubber stamp the programs BSU is asking for, only to disbandthcm
in a decade or
so? Or is it going to scrutinize the proposals
carefully? The laucr, I hope.
I have this image in my mind of a
bureaucrat.
He's fat, sleek, well-fed, welldressed [in a frock coat) and he smokes a
cigar. He's chasing his coattails. As he runs
around in circles, he mutters "Approved,
disapproved.
Approved, disapproved."
When hc was younger, he said, "She loves
me, she loves me not." He has been divorccd eight limes.
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Thanks profs

CORRECTION

Editor, The University News;
Thanks to Alicia Ostriker and the people
who brought her here: people of the State of
Idaho, U.S.A., and, more directly, English
professors here at BSU.
Your ioatience and knowledge are formidable. Rah-rah-B-S-U.

In the story, "Up close with Dave Campo, Mr. 'give us a call,' .. on page nine of
the March 9 issue, the reporter used a
quote which was originally obtained by
Mike Exinger of KBSU. We apologize for
any inconvenience this may have caused.

5
Female poets want both worlds VP to oversee technology by Tamam Mowbmy
The University News

John Sowell I Unlverslly News
Alicia Ostriker, winner of the William Carlos Williams Poetry Prize.

by Steve F. 4'on
The University News

Alicia Ostriker, winner of" the
William Carlos . Williams Poetry
Prize, •spoke. of the new genre of
women's poetry at BSU on March· 16.
Ostriker's recently published book,
Stealing
the Language:
The
Emergence oj Women's Poetry in
America, reveals the new genre's
taboo-breaking- subjects involving
female sexuality.
"This quest for writing is a radical
subversion to the systematic dualism
built into our culture," Ostriker said.
The dualism
refers to the
male/female relationships, in which
the men dominate, and the women
are oppressed. Ostrikersaid dualism
is intolerable as a concept and a practice for many women poets.
Women poets want to escape from
oppression, and poetry serves as one
of the avenues of expressing their
views, she said.
Ostriker said today's female poets
are not writing like the "poetess" of
the past, the mediocre poet who just
happens to be a woman.
These new poets are trying to
combine masculine and feminine
characteristics to form an integrated
human being, according to Ostriker.

A new administrative posh ion
has been created to oversee information dissemination technology,
as President Keiser named Dr.
Richard Bullington, currentlythe
executive vice president, to the
position.
The vice president of information extension position was
created to oversee BSU's expanding technology; the construction
and .. equipping
of
the
Simplot/Micron
Technology
Center, the library, all computerbased instruction, continuing
education and the new satellite
uplink, Bullington said.
The institution will have the opportunity. to send information
anywhere in the state, regardless
of geographical location, through
the use of broadcast facilities in
the Micron Center, KAID.:rV and
studios in the Communication
Building.
The technology is a powerful
tool to assist the university and
the state. "It's not just a BSU
facility, it's a state facility. It puts
the state on the cutting edge," he

said.
.The acadernic.spinoffs include
enhancing the opportunity for
students interested. in broadcasting, increasing the potential
for areas of emphasis in broadcasting and internships.
Additionally, a new graduate
degree in instructional technology
has been approved by the SBOE .
. program committee and awaits
final approval inJune, Bullington
said.
A search committee, chaired by Business College Dean Dr.
Thomas Stitzel and designed to
find a replacement to fill Bullington's current position, has nar. rowed down the field of candidates to four.
By March 20, all candidates
will have been on campus for interviews, Bullington said. By the
beginning of April, Keiser will announce the new vice president.
Bullington, who has been at
BSU for 19 years, said the new
vice president will corne from the
ranks of higher education, and
will have held a similar position
of vice president at another institution of higher education.
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THE FILMS

,_ThegaUeryisiotated

Carved porcelain works by Terry
Christenson and bronze sculpture by Don
Williams will be exhibitedat the BSU
Gallery of Art March 16 through April

,The envelope please

1~

year in the best supporting actress category,
they may split the vote and the third most
likely fellow can amble in and take the award.
If this happens, Michael Caine is likely to win
Welcome to the third year of guess-whofor Hannah-and
not undeservedly. It.was
wins-the-gold-coated-Ken-doll
game. Yes,
a good performance and he's been nominated
fans, there is more going on over spring break
four times and hasn't won. Denholm Elliott
thari drinking, sunburning, mowing the lawn
(A Room) and Dennis Hopper (Hoosiers)
for Dad and drinking. There are the Oscars.
willbeout
in the cold. (How's that fora
This year at the Oscars is a lot like last
roundabout
way of saying,"1 really dunno
year-lots
of good movies, no great ones.
who's gonna win, uh, gee"?) I'm personally
This makes picking
the winners
more
rooting for Willem Dafoe; we'll see.
challenging. "We trust you, 0 Oscar-watching
The best supporting actress brings up an
critic," you say. I am heartened. Let's begin.
interesting
group. less Harper (Crimes) is the
The nominees for best picture are Platoon,
ost likely to win-unless
Sissy Spacek wins
A Room With a Vietv, Hannah and Her
e same film. After that we can only narSisters,' The Mission and Children of a
down a little. Piper Laurie (Children)
God. Platoon is the hands-on favorite. I
meat. Maggie Smith (A Room) might
win. It and A Room racked up eight no
but she already has two Oscars, Mary
tions each. That's usually a good indi
th Mastrantonio
(Color of Money)
Besides, the general feeling about Plato
n't good enough to deserve it. That
that it was deep and emotional. It will
nne Wiest (Hannahi--e:
maybe. I
despite its popularity with Joe Movi
, go home with Harper.
The directors of all the films no
re of the "big six;" on to less
for best picture are nominat
ere are two screenplay
director-except
the director
those written directly for
fifth position is taken by
or those adapted from
Lynch for the controversi
nd plays and stuff. The
only first-timer at the 0
enplay written for the
Ivory (A Room). He has
Dundee, Paul Hogan;
timers don't tend to wi
autiful Laundrette, a
On the opposite end
don't know; Platoon
Woody Allen (Hannah
Stone. As you might
nomination.
He already
of the best director
film is one of his best. T
earing on this one. If
will be him or Oliver St
rector, then Allen proOscarites have a history
lien wins, vice versa.
directors of the pictures th
ee are long shots.
don't cross vote. (Besides, Sto
for best screenplay adaptaso much to get his story
er because Beth Henley, who
Oscarites admire struggle.)
al Pulitzer-Prize-winning
play
(Mission) doesn't have, shall we
e, will win for Crimes of the
On (you huskies) to the
kay, the other nominees are
categories. The nominees for
olor of Money, A Room and
order of their likelihood of winn
If, by some fluke of fate,
Newman for The Color of
win, theprize will be up for
Hoskins for Mona Lisa; Willi
most likely successful grabbers
Children; Dexter Gordon for '
and StandBy
Me.
night; and James Woods for Sa
ar ceremony tradition to take
Newman has been nominated s
the boring announcements
to
and never won. There is no doubt.
e nominated
best songs. (The
has been in some other wonderf
like to think they are interBrazil for instance, and his perfor
.) Thcy are: "Glory of Love' from
Mona Lisa was exquisite. (If I wer
Kid, Part Il; "Life in a Looking
I'd vote for him.) William Hurt won
m That's l.ifel; "Mean Green
The Oscarites have given consecuti
Outer Space" from, you guessonly five other times; therecipient
Shop Of !forrors; "Somewhere
are household words. Hurt is not a h
, from An American
Tail and
word. Gordon and Woods will ha
Breath Away" from Top Gun.
dinner on the house.
the Oscarites really aren't interThe nominees
for best act res
ry, this is a hard category to call.
Sigourney Weaver for Aliens; Jane Fon
two have the best shot-they
don't
The Morning After; Marice Matlin
anyone; they're quiet; they were top
Children; Sissy Spacek' for Crimes 0
•.. 1'11 go with "Somewhere
Out
Heart and Kathleen Turner for Peggy
just to pretend I'm resolute>Got Married.
ore nominees are: Aliens. Hoosiers.
Weaver
shouldn't
even have
\ 'Round Midnight, Star Trek IV.
nominated. Fonda has won twice-s-an
t~~i)laky
category: The Mission score
performance wasn't that great. Matlintli)
classical. The 'Round
her debut performance
in Children. If she was wonderful-and
jazz.
gets it, it would be only the fifth time in the Midnight score was wondcrful-e-and
The Star Trek IV score was wonderful-s-and,
history of the Oscars that a debut perforwell, spacy. It will be one of those-I'll
go
mance won. The real battle is between Spacek
(whodeserves it..,-but already has won an out on a limb and bet on the classical stuff.
It will be The Mission.
Oscar) and Turner, who has given her sccond
"How about those technical categories?"
. good performance in two years. She should
you ask. (And it's about time.) Well, the art
have been 'nominated
last year for Prizzi's
Honor and wasn't. This year, Ipredict she'll direction and set decoration awards will go
get the award for her combined Prizzi's home with either crewmembers of Aliens or
The Mission. The award for makeup is no
Honor/Peggy
Sue performance.
contest- The Fly. The costume category is a
Best supporting actor presents a problem.
and Peggy Sue
Two Platoonets have been nominated, Tom bit more competitive-Otello
Berenger and Willem Dafoe-the
bad guy are both likely candidates. As for sound and
and the 'good guy. One of them would be the sound editing, look for Star Trek and Top
, most likely 10 win. However, as happened last Gun to take those.

on.the
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by Edith Decker
The University News

Week of March 16·22

MONDAY
SPB Film, About Last Night, SPEC;, 7 p.m.,
$1-2.50.
Senior Recital, Rob Lane, tuba, Morrison
Center Recital Hall. 8 p.m., free.
Art Exhibit featuring Don Williams and
Terry Christenson,
,BSU Gallery of Art,
through April 16, 9 a.IIi.-5 p.m., free.

TUESDAY
Meeting, SPB Policy, SUB Nez Perce Room,
5:20-6:15 p.m,
St. Patrick's Day Celebration, SUB Boisean
Lounge, 11:30 a.m.-3:30 p.m .• free.
Slide Show, Everest National Park in Nepal,
SUB Ada Lounge, 6:30 p.m., free.

-

-__ 'so.

Concert, Joseph Haydn's Missa in Honorem
St. Nicolai, Hemingway Center, 8 p.m., $2-4.

WEDNESDAY
SPB Film, And Then There Were None, SUB
Boisean Lounge, 3:30 p.m., free.
Music Department Recital, Morrison Center'
Recital Hall, 8 p.m., free.

THURSDAY

-
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Nightnoise, a Windham Hill
recording quartet, will perform in
the SUB Ballroom March 20 at 8
p.m.
The quintet 'consists of Michael
O'Domhnaill,
who plays guitar,
whistles and keyboards, Billy Oskay,
playing violin, viola and keyboards,
Michael's sister Triona Ni

,

Vocal Music Recital, Morrison Center Recital
Hall, 6 p.m., free.

O'Domhnaill,
vocalist, and Irish
jazz flutist Brian Dunning.
Nightnoise has released two
albums and their music, a blend of
Celtic, jazz and classical, has been
applauded by both American and
foreign critics.
Admission to the concert is $5-7.

~~t-~
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Musical packs
high energy

E~)
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The theatre arts department
and the
music department
will combine their considerable talents to present Mallie on
April 3, 5 and 7, in the Morrison Center.
The musical, written by Jerry Herman,
is based on the book Mame by Jerome
Lawrence and Robert E. Lee. Maille was
based on the classic novel by Patrick
Dennis.'
The high-energy show is being directed
by Stephen Buss and stars Maria Lewis
as Marne and Nathan Alexander as
her Ifl-year-old nephew Patrick Dennis.
The April 3 and 7 shows are at 8:15,
and the April 5 show is a 2 p.m. matinee;
Admission is $5.50-10, free to full-time
BSU students and half-price for children
on Sunday.

FRIDAY
Concert, Nightnoise, SUB Ballroom, 8 p.m.,
$5-7.
Faculty Artist Recital Series, Morrison Center
Recital Hall, 8 p.m., $2-4.
-,

SATURDAY
Boise Philharmonic

Concert, George Strait, Morrison Center
Main Hall, 7 p.m., $15.
Cycling Films, The Bernard Hinavit Story
and The Grio-De-Italia,
SUB Ballroom 7

~~~.

OUT & ABOUl

Orchestra, with the Boise
Brahms: A German ReCenter Main Hall, 8 p.m.,

Master Chorale,
quiem, Morrison
$7.75-16.
Performance, American Festival Ballet, Boise
High School, 8 p.rn., $3.50-7.
Gymnastics
Tournament, -Mountain
West
Athletic Conference, Bronco Gym, 2 p.m.,
$2-3. ,
.
.
, Special Olympics Competition, Bogus Basin,
free.

SUNDAY'
Morrison Center Live; Faculty Artist Series
Selections, KBSU 91.3 FM, 6-10 p.rn.

Week of March 23·29

TUESDAY
Children's Films, Boise Public Library, II
a.rn. and 3 p.m., free, daily through March
27.

WEDNESDAY.
, Concert, Survivorwith
Jason and the Scar,
chers, Pavilion, 8 p.m., $14.

THE FILMS

'Weapon' pure formula
Eras of music
found in recital
Selections from several eras will be
presented in a vocal music recital by BSU
students March 19 in the Morrison Center
Recital Hall at 6 p.m,
The recital will feature soprano Valerie
Peterson, who will open the program with
~~)ections by Schubert and Brahms; Tarni
'Franks, who will perform two arias by
Handel;' and Marc Stachofsky, who will
close with a series of sea-chanties by
Dougherty.
The recital is free to the public.
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byJ, Pittman
The University

News

Lethal
Weapon is the latest actionadventure, shoot-em-up
cop movie. And I
kindahate to admit it, but Ienjoyed this film.
It's pure formula as far as plot goes, but
it's the magic formula that worked for Beverly Hills Cop and Running Scared, and it
works one more lime here.
The formula (in case you don't know it)
is smart-mouthed,
invincible.cop outwits the
bad guys who are running drugs-heroin,
'.usually-and
lots of respectable
UiJtown people arc involved, which makes blowing them away forgivable, I guess.
Mel Gibson (River, Mad Max) is the Lethal
Weapon. He is Martin Riggs, the smartmouthed" sharp-shooter
cop. What makes
him lethal is that he is grieving for his dead
wife and doesn't care if he lives or dies, so
he takes big risks. He gets assigned to a new
partner, Roger Murtaugh (Danny Glover of
Witness, Silverado and Places in the Heart).
Murtaugh is the strait-laced,
law-abiding,
mild-mannered
cop who has served for 20
years unscathed and is celebrating his 50th
birthday. He would like to live long enough
to sec 51-which he thinks is doubtful as long
as he' is teamed up with Riggs.
The bad guy in this film has a goon that
loves pain-both
giving and receiving. He's
called Mr. Joshua (Gary Busey of The BuddyHolty Story) and is sort of a refined
"Jaws" character of James Bond fame. He

doesn't have metal teeth, but he is just as
'ruthless.
Lethal Weapon goes along pretty much as
expected, but Mel Gibson and Danny Glover
make a nice team which you find yourself liking. Unlike
Eddy Murphy- characters,
Gibson's character smarts off to himself or
to his partner, not to his higher-ups. And
MurtaughrGlovcr)
is the good old family
man. We get to meet his family and like them,
also;
Really, what's to say pro or can about a
movie like Lethal Weapon? If you like this
genre of movie, you will like this film a lot.
If you hate shoot-em-up cop films with lots
of action, shooting, killing, bleeding, swearing and the like, this one is not for you .. It
probably measures higher on the cerebral
scale than a Stallone flick, but you won't walk
away with a new sense of morality or
anything like that.
Lethal Weapon won't win any Academy
Awards, but it will be a big money maker. I
don't much care for action-adventure
films
that contain a lot of violence for violence's
sake, and although Lethal If-capon docs have
the violence, I still found that it had some
good laughs and-some
enjoyable performances. It is rated R (justifiably so) and is
playing at the Fairvu Cinema. Sorry, no discounts for this one.

THE GALLERIES
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Exhibit embraces suffering

Jazz comic?
California jazz comic Steve Hudson
will perform his repertoire of "good clean
fun" March 31 at 8 p.rn. in the SUB
Ballroom.
Hudson has made a name for himself
with his ability to mix comedy and music.
He has opened for such greats as Tina
Turner, Rodney Dangerfield and Jesse
Winchester
and has been called "a kind
of counterculture
Victor Borge who
skewers everything from Elvis to.Jirni
Hendrix.' ,
Admission is $2-4.

FRIDAY
Theater

Performance,
Duet For' One; ISU
Frazier Auditorium, 8:t5 p.m., $3-4.

,

"

SATURDAY
'

IdallO Fedemtors Music Club Meeting, Mor~
rison Center Recital,Hall,
1 p.m.
The New Musicai, Snoopy, Pavilion, 2 p.m.
and 7 p.m" $6-12.

"A Human Perspective" may be described
aptly as a tribute to the Vietnam veteran and
human suffering in general. This graduate exhibition by Jean Herman and Michael Shannon features sculpture, but also contains
drawings,
paintings
and mixed media
constructions.
Herman has dedicated a lot of creative
energy to portraying the conflict and turmoil
generated by the Vietnam War. P.O.w. is the
most moving work dedicated to this theme.
Constructed
from welded
wire and
aluminum, this work outlines the figure of
a young soldier at attention.
Entrapped
within this stoic figure is the shrunken,
deathlike form of a man.
This piece may be representative of the "inncr death'" experienced by those who saw.
combat. It eloquently depicts the conllict between duty and strength,
with the pain
resulting from enduring inhuman conditions.
It also portrays the paradoxical fight for selfpreservation which results in an unendurable
life.
'
In Behind the Iron Curtain, Herman addresses the wider theme of suffering resulting
from international
conflict-In this work,
human faces arid figures ,struggle to break
through vertical barriers:
Michael Shannon, while a little lighter in

. Morrlson Center Live, Faculty Artist Series
Collections, KBSU 91.3 FM, 6-10 p.rn.
The New Musical, Snoopy, Pavilion, 2 p.m.
and 7 p.rn, $6-12.
'

Week of March 30·April 5

MONDAY
SPB Film, High Anxiet)\
SPEC, 7 p,m ..
.$1-2.50
LastDay to make class changes or to register
, by petition.
'

Comedian
Ballroom,

Steve Hudson
8 p.m., $2-4.

performs;

tone, still deals with universal themes of pain
and struggle. The Addict, in bronze and steel,
is a tortured, fragmented nude. The pain of
this piece is almost tangible. The terrific thing
about this sculpture is that the emotional
content is integrated with good line, form and
texture. This 'is what art is all about.
Shannon
also displays facility' in the
manipulation
of line and form 'in several
large, welded steel sculptures. Alignment
of
Planets, Flying Machine, Gestation and Suntan Series I and 2 arc interesting abstract
pieces.
As a whole, "A Human Perspective" is an
intense collection of work. The cerebral and
emotional aspects of art arc played upon
repeatedly.
With the exception of some wall sculpture,
the strength of this show is in its free-standing
pieces. The drawings and paintings seem to
detract
from the power of the three' dimensional
work.
Don't expect to come away amused and
entertained-this
show runs deep. It is gratifying to sec that some serious energy is being devoted to sculptural work, which often is
overshadowed by the profusion of painting
being generated in our area.
This exhibit will be on display through
March 20 in the SUB Boisean Lounge.
'

..

SATURDAY

TUESDAY

THURSDAY
Theater Performance,
Duet For One, ISU
Frazier Auditorium, 8:15 p.m., $3-4.

by Mary Collins
The University News

SUB

WEDNESDAY
April Fool's Day
,
SPB FilIp, Hail Mary, SUB BoiseanLounge,
free.

FRIDAY
Music and Theater Arts Departments present ,
Maille, Morrison Center, 8:15,$5.50-$10, fulltime students free.

Boise Philharmonic
Orchestra;
featuring
violinist Glenn Dicterow, Morrison Center
Main Hall, 8 p.m., $7.75-16.00

SUNDAY
, Musieand TheaterArts Departments present
Mame, Morrison Center,2
p.m., $5.50-10, '
children half price, full-time students free.
SPB Film, The Last Picture Show, SPEC, 7
p.m., $1-2.50.
'
Idaho Theater For Youth, The Velveteen Rabbit, BSU Reading Center, 5th floor Education Building, 2 p.m., $5 plus tax.
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BSU may double grad degrees

•I

by Nancy Reid
The University News
If three proposed master's degree
programs are approved by the State
Board of Education, BSU will nearIy double the number of master's it
offers, with eight degrees in contrast
to the four offered in 1985.
"The growth of graduate studies at
BSU have been deliberate and
_ systematic by design," Dr. Richard
Bullington, BSU's executive vice
president, said.' He added that the
chances _of final approval by the
SBOE are "favorable."
The SBOE's Academic Affairs and
Program Committee recently approved proposals for three new master's
degree programs and two 'new
bachelor's of science.
In June, the full board will meet
to make a final, decision on these
BSU proposals: M.S. in geophysics;
M.S. in exercise and sport studies;
M.S.lM.A. in education, with an instructional technology emphasis; B.S.
in health science, with a gerontology
minor; and B.S. in math, with an emphasis in computer science.
There has been a modest increase
in graduate credit hours at BSU, according to Bullington. He said the
proposedBSU
programs are a
response to public -demand, formed
with the cooperation of other Idaho
universities.

Stu.dents
face April

tax time

The programs "will utilize the
unique facilities we have at BSU,"
such as the Simplot/Microq
Technology Center and the .Idaho
Sports Medicine Institute, he said. Dr. Claude Spinosa, geophysics
professor and chairman' of- the
geology department,'spent
three
years preparing the proposal for a
master's degree in geophysics;
According to Spinosa, this is a
unique program for the people of
Idaho. All three' Idaho universities
have agreed on a consortial arrangement, in awarding an M.S..degree in
geophysics at theU of I and BSU,
with cooperation extended to ISU.
'BSH or U of I students can take
all courscwork at the original university or elect to finish coursework at
either university, depending on emphasis. A student can take 12credits
at ISU, then transfer to either BStJ
or the U of I to finish, according to
Spinosa.
"This
unique
cooperative
geophysics graduate program provides expanded educational access
for studentsthroughout Idaho in the
most cost-effective means," Spinosa
said.
A geophysics master's at BSU
would attract more money in grants
that would be spent in thecommunity for research and equipment,
Spinosa said.
He said he guesses there is a "75
by Kathleen Cressler

The University News
The tax season is back again, and
many students, particularly those
who hold summer jobs or work parttime, arc faced with filing tax returns.
Jill Talley, Taxpayer Education
Coordinator for the Internal Revenue
Service, said "being a student is
irrelevant."
-

percent chance" that the SBOE will approve the master's proposal. "All
the universities are united. We all
want it. It is also a low-budget proposal," he said.
Dr. Glenn Potter, chairman of the
physical education department, said
the proposal fo- an M.S. of education in exercise" nd sport studies is
responsive to an "overwhelmingly
positive" survey.
Graduates of the exerciseand sport
studies. master's program "would
assess a person's lifestyle and level of fitness and prescribe activities to improve their fitness level," Potter said.
"BSU is the only major university
in the Northwest that doesn't have a
master's program in physical education," Potter said.
The program has support from the
Idaho Sports Medicine Institute. "Dr.
Wade (the physician on.staff at the
institute) backs the proposal," Potter said. "This is a unique opportunity to be associated with ISMI and offers good internship opportunities
for our students."
Dr. Lamont Lyon, associate dean
of the College of Education, said
"The Sirnplot/Micron Technology
Center gives us an advantage that we
should utilize."
With, that advantage in mind,
BSU's department of education
developed its proposal for a master's
degree in instructional technology.

This program will familiarize the
student with all the technologies, so
he can know what is possible and
how to usc it in making instructional
decisions, Lyon said. .
Idaho
needs
instructional
designers to design video instruction
that can be broadcasted to classrooms all over the state, especially in

the many remote areas. "By using
video technology we are able to offer the same quality of education
statewide," Lyon said.
Lyon said he is confident of the
need for this program in Idaho. "This
is a growing field, and there are now
competing programs in Idaho."

Then, students need to gather
According to Daniel John, tax
various tax-related forms, including
policy administrator for the Idaho
the W-2 form, the 1040 or 1040A
State Tax Commission, one of the
first things students need to'do is (better known as the long 'form) or
the short form, which is the 1040EZ,
figure out whether or not they need
John said.
to file.
He added that the average (single)
Next, they need to separate federal
income tax from state income tax fil- - student would probably be better
with the 1040EZ form, because the
ing, John said. The differences inlong form is used to itemize specific
clude filing requirements and the
deductions; for example, "Youth and
stale's specific adjustments.

Rehabilitation Credit."
The short form is for "nothing out
of the ordinary filing," John said.
Students with work study jobs,
John said, should check with
employers to find out if they completed a W-2 form.
John said exemptions can be
claimed for state and federal income

See Taxes, page 9.

pring Break Escape!
Join the Musical Journey
Beyond New Music's Cutting Edge
Windham Hill Recording Artists

-NIGHTNOISE-

In Concert

Tickets available at: ,
Budget Tapes & Records,
The Record Exchange,
SUB Union Station

-Friday, March 20th
8 p.m, Sub Ballroom
-j

$5.00 Students, Faculty & Staff
$7,00 General Admission

I
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A man's home is his castle
by John Sowell
Tile University Neil's
"Ficaro's junkyard. We accept free
aluminum
cans and paper: Leave
cans or newspaper on lawn."
So reads the sign at a house known
throughout
BSU's campus community.
It lies just
west of Cnrnpus
Elementary
School, located on the
opposite side of University Drive.
Next [0 the porch sits an old shoeshine chair. A [able stands to one side
of the yard. Weather-beaten
pictures
of saints and Jesus line the front,
This
is home
to
HI-year-old
Richard Ficarro and his wife, Mary.
The Ficarros arc native Bostonians,
who moved to Idaho 27 years ago.
They have lived in their present house
eight years.
Ficarro used to be seen pushing a
shopping
carl
around
t hc
neighborhood,
but a little over a
month ago, he started 10 lose sight
in his left eye,
Now, Mary will not let him venture

away from the house witliout being
escorted by either herself or one of
his friends.
Ficarro's shopping cart is adorned with a poster showing several
views of Jesus.
Though
deeply
religious, Ficarro said preaching docs
nOI accompany
his usc of religious
objects.
He said the objects arc meant to
provoke thought among passers-by,
but he docs not care if people arc
unaffected.
"We have to believe,"
he said.
"Either
you believe, or you arc
heathen. God is the boss, not man.
But I don't care whether t hcy listen
or nor."
Ficarro
spent his career as a
salesman for grape brokers, first in
Boston, and later in California.
The
companies bought growers' grapes,
t hen Ficarro would find wholesale
out lets for thcm. His wife said he was
known as "king of the grapes" in tlie
Easl.
Once, while traveling from California to Salt Lake City liil a business

trip, Ficarro said, he skimmed one of
the local papers and saw an ad for
property available in Idaho.
He had never visited the state, he
said, but his curiosity was aroused.
He came to Boise, fell in love and
decided to stay.
Though now retired from the grape
business, Ficarro tries 10 slay busy.
He gets up daily at 6 a.m., and sells
pocket combs wholesale 10 several
local businesses.
Until recently,
he
also sold them retail, along with hair
nels and bobby pins, on a nearby
street corner. He said he had to give
il up when his problems began.
He charges 25 cents for a five-inch
comb. "II' they go into a store, they
pay double ,that amount,"
he said.
He said he took pride in the service
he performed,
no mat tcr how minor
it seemed.
Ficarro said he enjoys Idaho, more
than his native Massachusetts.
In
Boston, "the people run into each
other while they're walking," he said.
"I love Boise. There arc a lot of good
people here."

... -

Chris Butler t University News
Campus-area
resident Richard Fleurro
relaxes on the porch of his University
Drive horne.
Religious silins, left,
adorn the front of his porch and yard.

Taking it easy:

Nation honors women's contributions in March
by Sheri Crook
The University Nell'S
Sacajawea,
lillie
Joe, Diamond
Tooth Lil, Permeal .lane French and
Emma Green arc a few of the women
Idaho will commemorate
in March,
which is National Women's History
month.
Sacajawea,
an Indian member of
the Lewis and Clark exploring party
was an occasional guide, interpreter,
sometimes
cook, and' horse trader.
Because she carried her baby on her

Taxes--Cant. from page 8.
tax if students did not expect to earn
over $3,560 for single people, $5,830
for married people.
Talley said students who did not
claim state exemption,
but did not
make over $3,650, need to me to get
back money withheld. Those who did
claim stale exemption, and made over
t he exempt ionlevel, also need to me
to pay the income tax they owe.
The I RS also providcs free tax-help
through
Volunteer
Income
Tax
Assistance. SusarlSmith,
student and
coordinator
for thc College
of
Business and the IRS,and a member
of the accounting
honorary
Beta
Alpha Psi, said that VITA is for
"lower income families, people that
do not spcak English, or for people
with uncomplicated
returns."
VITA goes through the instruction
book with students and asks ques'tions, but a lot of the questions can
already
be answered
in the IRS
booklet, Smith said.
. Another
tax-hdp
group is Tax
Counseling
for the Elderly.

back, she was a symbol of the party's peaceful intent in Indian country.
The Idaho Federation of Business
and Professional
Women, because of
Sacajawea's efforts as a horse trader,
have named her Idaho's first business
woman.
Josephine
Managhan (Lillie Joe)
posed as a cowboy, handling cattle
and wrangling sheep, in Idaho for 25
years.
It was only discovered thai lillie
Joe Monaghan
was a female when
she died at a Boise River ranch in
1903.
She was 5 feet 2 inches in cowboy
boors, and had first donned [he protection of men's clothing
to travel

west alone in 1867.
.
. Idaho's Katie Prodo, "Diamond
Tooth Lil," Was a friend and selfproclaimed common-law
wife of the
early day gunman,
.lack Davis. She
was born in Austria and came to
America as a girl.
Prado claimed to have had eight
husbands.
She called herself "Toast
of the Barbary Coast."
Prodo met Davis in 1907 in
Nevada, and traveled to New York
with him where she had a ditunond
embedded in the center of her front
tooth, ~hich was made of gold.
From 1909 until 1943, she lived in
Boise and operated a small hotel ncar
the Union Pacific Depot, using the

'T::::::::::::::===::::==::~•••
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name Evelyn Hildegard:
Prodo later moved to California
where she stayed until the time of her
death.
Permcal Janc French was the first
woman elected to state office in
Idaho. She was [he superintendent
of
public instruction
from 1899 to 1903,
and the first dean of women at the
University of Idaho in 1908.
As s u pcr in t cndcnt , she
inaugurated the first uniform course of
study in Idaho schools and set up the
first statewide eighth grade examinations. As dean, French established
many traditions at the university, ineluding women's residence halls. In
the 1920s,' she build, with her own

funds and credit, the Blue Bucket
Inn, as a center for student recrca-.
tion; later purchased
by the university, it became
the first Student
Union Building.
Emma Sarah Etine Edwards Green
was the first designer of the Idaho
State Seal and the only woman in the
United
Stales to achieve
such a
distinction.
She won the state seal contest in
1891 with a design that incorporated
several features
of the Idaho territorial seals done by Silas Cachran
in 1863, and Territorial
Governor,
Caleb Lyon in 1866.
She died in Boise on .Ian. 6, 1942.
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PUT YOUR
COLLEGE DEGREE
TO WORK.
Air Force Officer Trainin§ School
is on excellent start to a
challenging career as an Air
Farce Officer. We offer great
starting pay, medical care, 30
days of vacation with pay each
year and management
opportunities. Contact an
Air Force recruiter. Find out what
Officer Training School can mean
for you. Call
(509) 334 - 0505

collect

'SPECIALS'
DANCING
Man-Sat 9 pm till closing

* 4 Liquor Drinks $2.50
M0

Man-Sat 7:30·Closing
N DAY "'Fashion Snow 7:30-8:30
Tropical Drinks
$2.25
4 Liquor Drinks
$2.50
Wine
$1.25
Cranberry Juice
$1.75
Based Drink
Manic Monday Begins at9:00 p.m.

.,

Oyster Bar During Intermi'ssion

2 for 1 appetizers

IDAHO AIR GUARD

Specials from 7:30 till closing
TUESDAY.··
BINGO·Free Cards
Also Prizes & Fun 7p.m.-8:30p.m.
And Miss Bingo!
V2 Price SOUTH OF THE BORDERSPECIALTY DRINKS
On all ALL DAY & ALL NIGHT (Dining foom included)
Complimentary Oyster Bar During Bingo

OFFERS YOU,

*CASH

BONUS

*EDUCATION

ASSISTA~CE FOR

*EXCELLENTINCOME

oBACHELORS

*NEW -G. I. BILL-

oMASTERS

*STUDENT

oDOCTORATE

LOAN REPAYMENT

124th TAC RECONGP
Boise, Idaho Phone: 389-5385

WEON ESDAY"'Ladies
Free Champagne
2 for 1 Well Drinks
15 Drinks Specials

night (Senioritaville)
7-8 p.m.
8-9 p.m.
7 p.m. till closing'

·Drink Specials For the*
Senoras Every Hour
THURSDAY
CHECK

NIGHTIS
US OUT!

BSU

NIGHT

FRIDAY
& SATURDAY
NIGHT (
Drink special~Every Hour from 7:30-closing
4 Liquor Drinks ,
.$2.50
Cranberry Wine Cooler
$1.50
Beer Special
$1.75

1455 S. Capitoi

Blvd.' (Across

from

B$U)

,SPORTS
....:
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Broncospull out close one
By Christopher

Walton

The University News
The Bronco's victory over the
University of Utah Utes came on the
heels of four Broncos being named
to the All Big Sky basketball team.
Chris Childs became only the second Big Sky player ever elected to
the first team in his sophomore
season, along with current San Antonio
Spur Larry
Krystkowiak.
Junior Arnell Jones was chosen to
the second team, while senior Jeff
Kelley and junior Doug Usitalo were
named as honorable mentions.
The Broncos
came within an
eyelash of losing to the Utes.
With one second remaining on the
clock, Jones fouled U of U forward
Albert Springs, who was awarded
two free throws with BSU leading
62-61. With 10,003 Pavilion spectators looking on, Springs missed
both free throws. On the second miss,
center Greg Dodd, who led the Broncos with a career-high 15 points, pulled down the rebound as the clock ran
out.

OJ

ChrIs Buller I UnIversity News

Trapped:

Doug Usitalo plays tough against Ute Chris Fulton.

°

by Christopher

Walton

While most of the BSU track and
field team was in Bronco Stadium
March 14, competing in the BSU All
. Comers Meet, two members were
making a name for the Broncos on

the national scene.
Troy Kemp and Wendall Lawrence,
two Bronco team members from The
Bahamas, plaeed high in their respective events at the NCAA Indoor
Track and Field championships
and
were named
to the 1987 AllAmerican squad.

Hey all you Bluto Fanatics!
,!--;c~ /;. ,
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Allow us to pass 'substantial savings along to you,
. 'the student

S?~.~,

Kaypro 1

Show up for our 1st Annual
Toga Party
March 28, 9 p.m.vl a.m.

• 2 360k Disk Drives
• Built in Monitor
• Wordstar

"Professional

Word Processing"

• Complete, Package w/printer

just $800!

Your choices of letter quality' or Dot Matrix
1732 W. State

Next

one for a 57-56 lead.
As U of U brought
the ball
'down the floor, Usitalo stole the ball
and drove wildly toward the left side
of the basket where he tossed up a
. desperation shot as Gondrezick hung
on his right shoulder. The ball rollcd in as Gondrezick fouled out, and
Usitalo connected with the' ensuing
- free throw for a four-point lead.
The Utes spent only 11 seconds
before Boise native Tommy Connor,
who scored 13 points in the game,
tossed in II three-pointer, bringing the
U of U to within one point with 1:02
remaining.
.
Mike Sanor was then fouled, but
missed thefree throw. The Utes also
missed, and Sanor hit a five-foot shot
with 25 second remaining and was
fouled.
He missed another .free
throw, and Chris Fulton
again
, brought the Utes to within one, with
a layup.
After the U of U took a timeout,
Eric Hayes was fouled, but also missed the front end of a cine-and-one
situation, leading to Jones's foul and
Springs's missed free throws.

From' Big Sky to All-American
The University News

ABI Computers Offers
Special Education
Discount

The Broncos began the game hot,
forcing the Utes to take a timeout
with two minutes gone and BSU
leading 4-0. The U ofU soon pulled
even, where they remained until the
first-half clock read 6:50. Then Chris
Childs hit a three-pointer to give the
Broncos a 23--20 lead, their largest
since they led 6-2 in the opening
moments.
Dodd followed witha seven-point
spurt as the Utes countered, and BSU
led 31-25 with 2:36 to go. At halftime,
the Broncos still led by five at 36-31.
The Utes' Jimmy Madison hit the
first basket of the second half, but
BSU scored the next eight consecutive points and led 44-33. with
15:16 left.
That lead held until 10:27, when
. the Utes began their run of points,
and at 3:35 the score read 54-54.
Kelley, who sat out much of the
game in foul trouble, then came in
and took a pass from Usitalo for a
short jump shot. After Gale Gondrezick made a driving layup through
defenders at the other end of the
floor, Kelley was fouled and made

Goldfish" and olive branch head wear
will be furnished as well as prizes for
best male and female' togas.

to Aibertsons

Come Join The Fun!

Kemp and Lawrence arc only the
.sccond and third BSU competitors
ever to be named as All-Americans.
The first was high jumper
Jake
Jacoby.who
was named to the team
from 1983-1985.
Kemp placed third in the high
jump at 7-3 %, while Lawrence placed sixth in the triple jump at 52-10.
The two were the only Big Sky
Conference Athletes named to the
All-American
squad.
Meanwhile, Bronco Kelly Baker
bettered her own school record in the
women's high jump and five team
members each won two events in the
All Comers Meet.
Baker placed first in the high jump
with a leap of 5-9%, topping her
previous best of 5-8. BSU completed
a clean sweep in the women's high
, jump, as Marlene Hadlield placed second and Jill Silva placed third.
Baker
is a sophomore
from
Auburn, Wash., and also competes
for the I3SU volleyball team.
The five Broncos who each won
two events were Steve Muse (shot put
and discus), Nancy Kuiper (shot put
and
discus),
Carmel
Major
(I00-meter
hurdles and 40D-metcr
hurdles),
Sabrina
Johnson
(200-ll1eter dash and IOD-ll1eter dash)
and Christine Glen (l500-meter run
and 800;mcter run).
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Hey Paleface!
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Need A TanForSpringijreak?
10 Visits for $29.95

• Enlargements,
• Binding
• Reductions
• Specialty Papers
• Passport Photos
.

at

Come in and enter our Kodak
Floppy Disk Sweepstakes!!
M-Thurs,.
Fri.
Sat.
Sun.

7:30 a.m.-Midnight
7:30 a;m~-9p.m.
9:00a.m.-6 p.m.
11 :00 a.m',-6 p.m,

kinko·s·

Great copies. Great people.

615 S. Ca itol Blvd. 342·7995
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$5.00 Off Any Tanning Package
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(With This Coupon)
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I 2136 BROADWAY, Broadway Park Mall
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I'll miss you, Woody
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by Steve F. Lyon

The University News
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That's just great-turn
my back for two minutes and they're hacking up
my space, my literary turf, man. Now look, how in the heck am I supposed
to say anything of a pervertedly profound nature in this little space? Before
I ran a-cross the street for coffee, I had a virtual arid desert of white space
to fill, to. let my fertile imagination to run wild in, and now-well
now, I
have almost nothing.
I wonder what I did? Guess I didn't brown-nose the right people at the
right time, push the right buttons, or give off the right vibes, so now I am
kind of out in the cold. And darn, I was going to try one of those faddish
top ten lists, some really sarcastic poop, plagiarized directly from the tubeLetterman's show.
Well, Icertainly am not going to roll over and play dead to this obviously
wholehearted and intentional outrage of the first degree. Hell, no; heads are
going to fly. The next thing you know my desk will be sitting out in the alley,
ransacked, and all my number 2 pencils will have been commandeered,
or
pilfered. No, it is high time to put my foot down now, hard, on somebody's
head.

H.Of{
'11IClR

5KIN.I

Wood}, what should I do? You were Illy mentor; you were the absolute
personification of a winner: You didn't wear a halo; no one expected you
to. YOIIwere the only person who co/lid see your visions of victory realized;
you paid the piper, without remorse, without regrets, and I respected .1'011
for that.
Back to reality. "Hey, you, get over here. Did you do this? Huh? Huh?
I don't have any space now. Yes, I'm talking to you-who
the hell do you
think I'm talking to-the
wall? What? I'll teach you to backtalk me." SLAP.

Thanks, Woody.

'

THE PUZZLE

HARTBEAT'

by Paul Hart
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Can you find the. h.id~e.ngovernment terms?
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··C.LJ.\SSIFIEDS
HELP WANTED
GOOD INCOME working with mail
from home! Experience unnecessary!
Some typing required. Details; send
self-addressed, stamped envelope to:
B. Joan, P.O. Box 325, Logan, Utah,
84321.

Live for one year in the Boston area
with a carefully screened family as a
live-in nanny. Good salary, vacation.
Nanny Network. Call (617) 794~2035
or write One on One, 10 Berkeley
Lane, Andover, Mass., 01810.

$10-500 WEEKLY/UP
mailing circulars! Rush self-addressed, stamped
ALASKA
SUMMER
Employment-fisheries
.. - Earn
$600 . envelope: A-I, 11020 Ventura, Suite
268, Dept. E6, Studio City, csur,
plus/week in cannery, $8,000-12,000
91604.
plus for two. months on fishing
vessel. Over 8,000 openings. No experience necessary, male or female.
EARN $480 weekly-$60
per hunGET THE EARLY STAIIT THAT IS
dred circulars mailed. Guaranteed.
NECESSARY. For 52-page employWork at home and participate in our
rnent booklet, send $5,1.)5 to: M&Lcompany
project mailing circulars
Research, Box 84008, Seattle, Wash., - and assembling materials-send
self"
98124.
addressed, stamped envelope to JBK .
A
FEW
SPARE
HOURS?
Mail Company, P.O. Box25,Castaic,
Receive/forwardmail
from home!
Uncle Sam works hard-eyou pocket
hundreds honestly! Details, send selfaddressed,
stamped
envelope.
BEDUYA, Box 17145, Tucson, Ariz.,
85731.
HIRING

WANTED
ROOMMATE
NEEDED:
Three
bedroom,
fenced
Yard house.
Responsible adult 25-35 years old.
Male or female, Y2 rent and utilities,
assist with yard work.

MISCELLANEOUS

HELPLINE:
assistance-ext.
p.rn., M-E

. MIAMI

Information,
referral,
3469; 10:30 a.m.-l:30

BEACH,

FLORIDA

R/T

ticket from Boise, March 22-30 foronly $198.00. Call 344-0161.

PERSONAL

THERE WILL BE a representative
from the Miss Idaho USA pageant
coming to Chaffee Hall, March 18,
1987 at 8 p.m, Please come if you are
interested in entering.

ARRESTED*INJURED*SUED.
For reasonable attorney's
fees' call
344-1066 or 465-0803. Full service
law office.

CONTRIBUTIONS
ARE BEING
taken for student's
glasses stolen
from University. will accept donations at St. Paul's.

AL-ANON/ALATEEN
Family
Groups-self-help
fellowship
for
family and friends of alcoholics.
24-hour hotline.344ol661.

ONE WAY TICKET to San Diego.
Departs 3/23, $50. Call 344-3586
after 7 p.m.

HEY ACERS! Me again. Hey guys
great party idea-but
on a Monday?
Oh well, a party is a party isa party.
Hope to see you therell K.M.C.

FOR SALE

Calif., 91310.

FOR RE

NT

STUDIO ROOMS Yz block from
SUB. Utilities paid. $170/moIllh,
$125 deposit. 385-7259 days, 384-1035

TODAY! Top pay! Workat

or 344-0071 evenings.

home. No experience needed. Write
Cottage Industries, 1407 Y2 Jenkins;
Norman, Oklahoma,
73069.

AVAILABLE
IMMEDIATELY!
Nice one bedroom basement apartment in North End. Very quiet.
$165/month
plus YJ utilities. WID,
private bath. 345-4746, call in evenings except Tuesdays.

GOVERNMENT
JOBS. $16,04059,230/yr. How hiring. Call (805)
687-6000, Ext. R-7849 for current
federal list.

ONE BEDROOM
APARTMENT,
$125.00. Call 344-5305.

EXCITING'
BOSTON-Sports,
Nightlife, Theater, Entertainment!

VOTE APRIL 8,9
~ __ .....

1'._eny_~..;~r~;\'t1t;'H_'P.id:.....;....;.
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ASBSy President I Vice-President
Seven Years Experienceat
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Good
Monday
Only ...

.'''IrtI..-

4!l

ENTIRE
STORE!

HOURS:
4:30 p.m. - 1 a.m. Sunday- Thursday
4:30 p.m. : 2 a.m. Friday & Saturday

Good with coupon ONLY
Not Valid with other
Discount Promotions.

Our driwfS earlY leSS than $20.00.
lim~ed delivefy area.

---~~--------------------~

Our drivers carry less than $20.00.
limited delivery area.'

343.5995

I
I
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I
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I
I
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I
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I

,\
I
I

One coupon per pizza.

Domino's Pizza Delivers
,1013 Vista

I

I

343 ..5995

Good Monday Only.

I

OFF

Domino's Pizza ~
Delivers Free

Get our 16" regular
crust pepperoni pizza
pius 2 Cokes.

I

0%
.0

One coupon per pizza.

Only $8.00

I
I

With coupon get our
16" regular crust
pepperoni pizza,
plus 2 colas for $8.00

1013 Vista

I
I
I

Bring in
this coupon
and receive

Expires April 15, 1987

:.
I
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MAURICES
Where Fashion Doesn't Cost A Fortune

OVERLAND PARK-FRANKLIN

CENTER

